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The principal result of this paper provides a nearly complete answer to the 
following question. For which integers k, m, n is it true that whenever we have a 
graph G whose set of vertices is an ordered set of order type. o”, then either this 
graph contains a complete subgraph with k vertices or the complement of G, G 
contains a complete subgraph whose set of vertices has order type 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an ordered set we write tp A to denote the order type of A and 1 A j 
for the cardinal of A. We also write [A]” for the set {X : XC A, j A 1 = n}. The 
partition symbol 
ct -+ (A 3 Sd” (1) 
connecting the ordinal numbers 01, PO , /31 by definition (see [3]) means: if A is 
an ordered set of type (Y and [Al2 is partitioned in any way into two sets K,, , Kl 
then there are i < 2 and B C A such that [B12 C Ki and tp B = pi . The 
negation of (1) is written as cy. jt (PO , /?#. 
In this paper I am concerned with partition relations of the form 
con + (k, wm)2 (3 < m < n < CO, k < CO). 
From a theorem of Hajnal (see [l]) it follows that for every m, n such that 
3 < m < IZ there is a least integer f(m, n) for which w” ft (f(m, n), CO”)~. 
Erdijs and Hajnal (see [l, Problem 61) asked for determination off(m, n). In 
[8] Specker showed that f(3, 3) = 3. Haddab and Sabbagh (see [4]), Hajnal, 
Galvin [unpublished] and Milner (see [5]) obtainedf(3,4) = 5. By extending 
Milner’s method (see [5]) which is based on a kind of algorithm discovered 
independently by Hajnal, Galvin, Haddab and Sabbagh, 1 did show in [6] that 
f(3, n) = 2n-2 + 1 (3 < n < w). In this paper 1 shall prove that 
f(m, n) = 2[(n-1)l(nz-1)l + 1 (5 < m < n < w), 
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i.e., that 
w" -.+(2[(n-l)l(m-1)1, mm)2 ando" +((2[("-l)l(m-1)1 + 1,~")2 (5 <m <<n <w) 
where [(n - l)/(m - l)] means the integral part of (n - l)/(m - 1). 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
A graph G = (A, E) is an ordered pair with A as the set of vertices and 
EC [Al2 as the set of edges. If A is simply ordered, we call G a graph of order 
type tp A. By the restriction of G to B, where B C A, we mean the graph 
G r B = (B, [B12 n E). Any such graph G r B is called a subgrah of G, and in 
particular, if [B12 C E, we say G r B is a complete subgruph of G. A set C C A 
is independent in G if [Cl2 n E = ia. There is an obvious graph-theoretic 
interpretation of (1). For, if G = (A, E) is any graph of order type 01, then (1) 
asserts that either there is a complete subgraph of order type fl,, or there is an 
independent subset of order type /?I . 
We shall identify the order type mn with the set 
(x = (Xl, x2 ,...) x,): x1 < x.2 < a** < x, < 6J} 
of all increasing n-tuples of non-negative integers, the n-tuples being ordered 
lexicographically. We write {xl, x2,..., x7}< if {xl, x2,..., xr} C w” and x1 < 
x2 < .** < x7 in 0. Following [5], a subset S of w” is said to be free in the 
Ith coordinate if 1~ {1,2,..., n} and whenever x = (x1 ,..., x,) ES then there 
exists an infinite set N, NC w = (0, I,...>, such that S contains points 
(Xl 3 x2 ,-.., 
, , 
x2-1,x2 3 &+1,..., xk) for each XI E N. In other words, the Zth 
coordinate can be made arbitrarily large while keeping the first I - 1 coor- 
dinates fixed. It is a fairly easy exercise to prove (by induction on m) that if S 
contains a non-empty subset which is free in m coordinates, 1 < m < n 
then S has order type at least urn, and conversely, whenever tp S > wm then S 
contains a non-empty subset free in m coordinates. 
For any integers n, p, i,, il ,..., i, , j,, , jr ,..., j, such that 1 < i,, < i1 < **a 
< i, <n; i,, =j, <jr < ... <j, <n let I?[& ,..., i,;j,, ,..., j,] denotes the 
set of all {x = (x1 , x2 ,..., xJ, y = (vr , yz ,..., y,)} C w” for which 
xi = y, (1 < i < i. = j,) 
and 
xi, ,< x+-l -=c yjo < Yi,-1 -=c xi, < xi,-1 < Yj, 
Y&-l < Xi, < **. <Y&-l <Xi, <xx, <Yj, 
holds. Every graph G = (w”, E) which is considered in this paper has its set 
of edges composed from subsets P[iO ,..., i, ;j,, ,...,j,] for some suitable 
choice of i,, ,..., i, , j, ,..., j,‘s. 
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3. PRELIMINARIES 
The simple lemma given below is all we shall need to establish the main 
result, Theorem 1, in the following section. 
LEMMA. Suppose the integers n, p, i, ,..., i, , j, ,..., j, are such that 1 < 
iO < i, < *-* < i, < n; iO = j, <j, < --a < j, < n and A C w” is free in the 
kth coordinate for each k E {i,, ,..., i, , j,, ,..., j,}. Then [Al2 n R”[i, ,..., i,; 
Jo ,...,.ipl # 0. 
Proof. By hypothesis A # m. Let x0 = (xIo,..., xno) E A. Since A is free 
in the j, th coordinate, there is y” = (yrO,..., v,“) E A such that 
xi0 = yio (i < jo) and yj”, > xb-1 . 
Put i,+l = n + I. Suppose that 0 < r -=c p and that we have already chosen 
elements xT, y’ E A. Since A is free in the irfl th and jr+rth coordinates, there 
are xT+l, y’+l E A such that 
,;+1 = xi’ (i < &+A ~1~2 > ~i~+~-~ ,
This defines, by induction, elements x0 ,..., xv’, y” ,..., yp E A SO that 
xii’ = yip (1 < i < i. = j,) 
and hence {xp, yp}< E R”[i, ,..., i,; j, ,..., j,]. This proves the lemma. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 1. coYfvh + (2h + 1, cJ+“)~ (1 < h < w; 4 < v < 0). 
Proof. Let v be given, 4 < v < w. We have to show that for every h, 
1 < h < w there is a graph @+h = (Jl+h)v, El+h) on &l+h)” with no indepen- 
dent set of order type w I+” and no complete 2h + 1 - gon. These graphs 
G2, G3, G4,. . . , we define as follows. For every r, 2 < r < o consider the graph 
Gr = (wTV, E”) on wrV in which 
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u Rv.1 + pv, 2 + pv, s, t; 1 + pv, 2 + p”, 3 + pv, tl I 
* 
(l+o)“<s<t<r” 
(i) First we show, using Lemma, that none of the graphs G’ defined 
above contains an independent set of order type wl+“. For, let r be fixed, 
2 <r <wandletAC&‘,tpA =w l+“. By remarks in Section 2 we can and 
do assume that A is free in v + 1 coordinates, say c,-th, c2-th,..., c,+l-th, 
where 1 < c1 < c2 < ... < c,+~ , < rv. By Lemma, in order to prove that A is 
not an independent set in G’, i.e., that [Al2 n ET # 0, it is sufficient to prove 
that there are integers p, i. ,..., i, , j, ,..., j, such that 1 < i. < i, < *.. < 
i, < rv; i, = j, < j, < *.. <j, < rv for which R’“[io ,..., i,; j, ,..., j,] C ET 
and {i. ,..., i, ;jo ,...,jd C {cl , c2 ,..., c,+d. 
Since 1 < c1 < c2 < ... < c,+l , < rv, there is p such that 0 < p < r - 2 
and 1 + pv < c1 < (1 + p) v. If c,-~ > (1 + p) v we have R7”[c1, c” , c”,,; 
ci , c,-i , c,] C ET. If c,-i < (1 + p) v we necessarily have 
Cl = 1 + pv, c2 = 2 + pv,..., c,q=(v- l)+pv,c”3v+pv 
and therefore R7”[c1 , c2 , c, , c,,,; c1 , c2 , cQ , c,+J C ET. This proves that in 
either case, A is not an independent set of G’. 
(ii) By induction on r we shall show that G’(2 < r < w) does not 
contain a complete 2?-l + 1 - gon. This will finish the proof of the theorem. 
By definition of ET we can write ET = ~o~psT-2 EP7, where E,’ = E,‘,, u Ei,, , 
and 
&to = u R*“[i, k, L; i, j, k] 
IQ<j<k<f<rv 
i<“<j 
E’ 0.1 = u R’“[l, 2, s, t; 1, 2, 3, t]. 
v<s<tgrv 
Let r > 2 be given. We shall show that the graph HT = (w7”, E,‘), which is a 
subgraph of G’, does not contain a complete triangle. This will finish the 
first step in our induction since Eo2 = E2 and hence, Hz = G2. Let us look 
closer at the set E,’ = E& u Ei,, . We see that {x = (x1 ,..., x7”), y = (yl ,..., 
y7J}< E El,, if and only if there are integers i, j, k, I such that i < j < k < 1 < 
rv,l <i,Cv<j,x, = y,(l < p < i - 1) and 
xi < ... <X,-l <y, <J’-1 <xk <Xi-l <.Yj <Yk-1 <XZ <XT” <Yk. 
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Also, (x = (x1 ,..., xTy), y = (yl ,..., y,J}< E EL,, if and only if there are 
integers S, t such that v < s < t < rv and 
Xl <Y, -=c x3 <X,-l <y, < x, < G-1 -=I y, < yt-1 < xt <XI, <yt 
holds. It is not difficult to check that the following statements are true: 
If@ = (x1 ,..., x+-J, Y = (rl ,..., Y,J~< E W then 
x, < ya is true for all 01, 1 < 01 < rv. (2) 
x,, < y, 3 y3 < x, for all 01. (3) 
(x,., < yN and x1 < yl) * (y2 < x,-, or xmel < yl) for all cy. (4) 
x,.” < y, and x,, = y,(l < p < /?) => yB < x, for all LY, /3. (5) 
{x, y}< E J$,, * x, < yrr-l for all 01, v+l<a<rv. (6) 
We are ready to prove that Hr does not contain a complete triangle. 
Suppose the contrary, i.e., assume that there is {x, y, z>< C wTY such that 
[{x, y, z}]” C E,,‘. We will reach a contradiction with one of the statements 
(2)-(6) above. There are four possibilities for the edges 
{x = (Xl >*..> X,“), Y = (Yl >***, Y7YN, {Y = (Yl >...7 YrA z = (Zl ,.“, ZT”)>, 
which we have to consider: 
Case 1. ix, Y>, {Y, z> E Eo’,,, . Then there are integers iI ,j, , k, , Z, , i2 , j, , 
k, , I, such that 
1 < il < j, -=c k, < II < rv, iI < v < j, , 1 < i2 -=c j, < k, < I, < rv, 
i2 < v < j2 , 
Xl = Yl < ". < xi,-1 = y+l < xi1 < x+1 < yi, 
< yj,-1 < xk, < x&-l < yi, < h-1 < xP1 < x,v < YkI * 
y1 = Zl < *.. < Y+I = zi,-1 < Yi, < Yk,-1 < zi, 
< zj,-1 < yk, < y/,-l < zj, < zk,-1 < ye, < YTY < zke * 
Put i3 = min(i, , 2 i ). The above gives x, = z, for 1 < TV < is . Moreover, 
k, > v + 1 and hence, by (6) applied on {y, x} and 01 = k, , we have x,, < 
yk < zk --1 . Finally k, - 1 > v > iI and therefore x& < yt, < yk,-l < zt, . 
&ice als’o xk1-1 < yi, < zi, holds we conclude that xlc,+ < zis . Summarizing 
we see that 
X~~ < zkl-l, x, = z, (1 < CL < i,), xkl-l < zis 
which contradicts (5) applied on {x, z}, LY = k, - 1, /I = i3 . 
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Case 2. ix, y>, W E G,l . Then there are integers s1 , t, , s2 , t2 such that 
4 < v < s1 < tl < rv, 4 < v d s, < t2 d rv, 
Xl < Yl < x2 -=c xs,-1 < Y2 -=c xs, d Xtl-l < y3 < Ytl-1 < xt, < X7" < Yt1 
Yl < Zl < Y2 -=c Ys,-1 < z2 < Y,, G Yt,-1 < z3 -=c G-1 < Yt, < yw < Zt2. 
This gives z1 < y2 < x1+ < y3 < Y~,-~ < z,; x,, < yt, < zt,. Hence, x, < 
Zl < +-l < ‘7,; x,, < zt, which contradicts (4) applied on {x, z} and 01 = t, . 
Case 3. ix, 33 E J%,~, {Y, z> E ~3,~ . Then there are integers i, j, k, Z, s, t 
such that 
l,(i<j<k<l<rv,i<v<j,4<v<s<t,<rv, (7) 
Xl =Yl < ".<x~_l=yi-r<x~<Xk--l<yi~yyj-l<Xk:~X~-l<yi 
<yk-1 <xl <xv, < Yk, yl ( zl <Y2 <Ys-1 < z2 < YS 
< yt-1 < z3 < zt-1 ( Yt d Ym < Zt * 
Since t > v + 1, (6) applied on {x, y} and 01 = t gives xt < ytel . We obtain 
xt < yt-r < z3 ; x, < yTy < zt which contradicts (3) applied on {x, z> and 
L11 = t. 
Case 4. k Y> E %,I , {Y, z> E G,o . Then there are integers i, j, k, 1, s, t 
such that (7) holds and 
x1 -=I y1 < x2 < X8-1 -c y3 -c x, < xt-1 -=c y3 -==c Yt-1 ==c Xt < XT, ( Yt , 
Yl = Zl < *** <y&-l =zi-1 <yi <y&l <zi <z&l <yk <yz-l <zj 
d zk-1 <yZ <yy7y < zk. 
Since t > v + 1, (6) applied on {y, z} and 01 = t gives yt < zt-r . We obtain 
xtdl < y3 < z, ; x,, < yt < ztel which contradicts (3) applied on {x, z} and 
cx=t-1. 
The above discussion proves that none of the graphs Hr = (cd”, Eoz), 
2 < r < o contains a complete triangle and also completes the first step in 
our induction since H2 = G2. Assume now that Gr, where r is a fixed integer, 
r >, 2, does not contain a complete (2’-l + 1) - gon and let us show that 
then G1+’ has no complete subgraph with 2’ + 1 vertices. Let (xl, x2,..., xN}< 
C &+r)” and [{xl, x2 ,..., xN}]” C E1+r, i.e., x1, x2 ,..., xN form a complete sub- 
graph in G1+r. It is required to show that N < 2’. For v-th coordinates of 
x , x ,..., xN we have xV1 < xV2 < *** < xVN, where the sign < cannot occur 12 
more than once. To see this, note that {x, y}< E F+r and x, < y, implies 
6, Y> E G+’ and we already know by above that IP+’ = (oP+~)“, Ei+“) does 
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not contain a complete triangle. Consequently, we may assume that there is 
an integer no, 0 < n, < N such that 
xyl = X”2 = . . . 
= xy”” < x~+1 = x:+2 = . . . = XyNa 
By definition of E1+T this yields 
and 
,y = q, 1 <p<v, n,<n<N 
and hence, {xl, x2,. .., x”o)< is the set of vertices of a complete n,-gon in 
Gl+” r {y = (yl ,..., Y(~+,.)J E w(~+~)Y yu = x,l for 1 < p < V} 
and {x”o+l,..., xN}< corresponds to the set of vertices of a complete (N - 
n,)-gon in 
G1+’ p {y = (y, ,..., JJ(~+~,J E w(~+‘)“: y, = x:+l for 1 < p 4 v}. 
Since each of these restrictions is a graph isomorphic to G’ we know, by the 
induction hypothesis, that none of these complete subgraphs has more than 
2r-l vertices, i.e., s,, < 2+l and N - s, < 2r-l. But this means N < 2 * 2r-l = 
2’ and the proof is completed. 
Since 1959 it is known that ulfvh + (2h, ~l+“)~ holds for h < w and 
v < w1 . A proof was given in Milner’s thesis and later on in [2]. The special 
case of this result, when v < w, which we need here can also be proved by 
induction on h (see [7]). Milner’s result and Theorem 1 yield immediately 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let m, n be such that 5 < m < n < w and let [(n - l)/ 
(m - l)] denote the integral part of(n - l)/(m - 1). Then 
in + (211"-1)/(m-U1, ~92 and wn +((2[(~-l)/~~-1)1 + 1, wm)2. 
5. COMMENTS 
I have not been able to evaluate f(4, n). This is the only case which remains 
unsolved. My partial result w6 + (3, UJ*)~ proved in [7] suggest the conjecture 
that f(4, n) behaves similarly as f(m, n) m > 4, i.e., that f(4, n) = 2[(n-1)/31 
+ 1. 
The result of Theorem 1 can also be used for finding some best possible 
positive partition relations, i.e. relations with +. For instance, combining 
Theorem 1 with Haddad and Sabbagh’s result 4O(ii) published in [4] onecan 
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determine for any given k, m, m > 4 the smallest (Y for which 01 --f (k, urn + 
1)” holds. In particular (see [7]), the smallest cy for which (Y + (2h, wm + 1)” 
where h > 0 and m > 4 is the ordinal ~l+P(+l) + ~~+(*--l)(~---l) + .a. + 
Wl+(m-l) + 1. 
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